Various Materials about Google Search

Website

Videos
How Search works - from Code.org [5:12 min]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVV_93mBfSU

How Search works - Matt Cutts (Google) [3:14 min]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNHR6I0QJGZs

How does Google Search works? - Matt Cutts (Google) [7:44 min]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KyCyoGusqs

Introducing Knowledge Graph (Google) [2:44 min]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mmQl6VGvX-cå

Inside a Google Data Center (Google) [5:27 min]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZmGGAHqa0